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Towards multimodal BCIs: the impact of peripheral control on motor
cortex activity and sense of agency

Tristan Venot1, Marie Constance Corsi2, Ludovic Saint-Bauzel3 and Fabrizio de Vico Fallani4

Abstract— In the recent years, brain computer interfaces
(BCI) using motor imagery have shown some limitations re-
garding the quality of control. In an effort to improve this
promising technology, some studies intended to develop hybrid
BCI with other technologies such as eye tracking which shows
more reliability. However, the use of an eye tracker in the
control of a robot might affect by itself the sense of agency (SoA)
and the brain activity in the regions used for motor imagery
(MI). Here, we explore the link between the sense of agency and
the activity of the motor cortex. For this purpose, we used of a
virtual arm projected on a surface which is either controlled by
motion capture or controlled by gaze using an eye tracker. We
found out that there is an activity in the motor cortex during
the task of control by gaze and that having control over a
projected robotic arm presents significant differences with the
situation of observing the robot moving.

I. INTRODUCTION
Brain Computer Interface is a wide field of study [1]

that focuses on extracting brain signals and the ways to
interconnect them with a computer. Despite the breakthrough
in machine learning and optimisation techniques [2], it
remains extremely difficult to find robust control over a robot
for instance in the case of BCI based on scalp EEG using
motor imagery (the mental process of imaging a movement
without actually performing it [3]). To strengthen the BCI,
few studies tried to combine it with other more reliable
technologies such as eye tracker which shows less variabil-
ity across subjects [4] [5]. Despite expected performance
improvement, the generation of overlapping brain activity
processes is still poorly understood.

Indeed, the literature is unclear whether the control by
gaze of the robot activates the zone used for motor imagery
task. Furthermore, this goes to the extent of any sentiment
of control which could produce an activity in the motor
cortex activity. Hence we need to address the possible link
between the sense of agency, " a subjective experience of
action control, intention, [...] " [6], and motor cortex activity.

To address this question, we created a protocol with 3
tasks, two types of control of a virtual robotic arm by
movement or gaze and a robot observation task.
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II. METHOD, MATERIAL AND PROTOCOL

A. Strategy employed

Study’s principal criterion is the level of agency. There are
three level of control:

1) Mirror control
2) Control by gaze
3) No control

The level of agency is given by a questionnaire, a translation
of the Wegner et al. (2004) [7], which provides a score for the
different conditions. Our variable of interest is the significant
differences of activation pattern between resting state, mirror
control and control by gaze state in α and β frequency bands
(8-30Hz) associated with motor action.

B. Material

We created a structure to support an eye tracking device
and a projector to display a virtual robot. Through the frame,
a virtual scene is projected composed of virtual moving red
targets and a robotic arm. We use a Tobii Pro X3 in our
experimentation. The second part of the user’s environment
is a Kinect v1 mounted on a tripod coupled with a screen
where the same virtual environment is displayed. The EEG
cap used is a Enobio 8 electrodes.

C. Experimental protocol

Eight healthy subjects (aged 26 ± 3 years, 4 men) volun-
teered for the experience. They all came from scientific back-
ground and were not familiar with eye tracking technologies.
One of the subjects was not a french speaker therefore he
received the original questionnaire. They all signed informed
consent according to institutional guidelines. The protocol
was reviewed by Sorbonne’s ethical committee. The EEG
cap is installed on the placement Cz, FC1,C1, CP1, P3, CP5,
C3 and FC5. EEG recordings were performed at a sampling
rate of 500 Hz and a bandwidth of 0-60 Hz. A robotic arm
moving accordingly to the movement of the subjects’ right
arm was displayed on a monitor, virtual objects were moving
randomly on the screen as targets to catch. During 4 sessions
of 5 minutes, subjects were required either to stay still or to
move their arm and observe the robotic arm moving. This
will result in a separation between feeling and visualisation,
it will be the feeling of the real arm but the visualisation of
the robotic arm. They were then placed in front of a frame
where they controlled the robotic arm with their gaze. The
arm was projected on a tilted plane. The subjects were asked
either to control the robot or to rest for 2 sessions of 5
minutes. We still have a SoA which is no more linked to



motor control. Then, the subjects were presented the same
robotic arm moving by itself. The subjects were asked either
to control the robot or to rest for 2 sessions of 5 minutes.
Between each set of tasks, the subjects answered a SoA
questionnaire which assessed their sensation of control over
the robotic arm. In total, the subjects performed the motor
activity 36 times, the control by gaze 24 times, the absence
of control 15 times and the resting state 45 times. This
difference between the number of trials for each condition
is due to time constraints and to avoid subjects’ tiredness.

D. Mirror control

To perform control by motion capture, we used joints
estimation (shoulder, elbow, wrist) by computing a distance
transformation as presented by Quoc and al [8]. From this
joints estimation we obtained the vectors chest to shoulder,
shoulder to elbow and elbow to wrist. This vectors were
reproduced by the robotic arm. We achieved direct control
of the virtual arm by mimicking the movement of the user.
We refer to this type of control as "Mirror Control" because
the robotic arm acts as a reflection in a mirror. To find a
common pattern in the movement of a grasping task, we
performed a Principal Component Analysis on the vectors
obtained before in order . Then, we extracted the implication
of each joints in the movement that will be used later on to
control the behaviour of the arm when it is controlled by the
gaze.

E. Control by gaze

From the eye tracker, we obtained a 2D estimation of
the gaze position on the surface. To obtain stable smooth
movements that can integrate the characteristics of the human
movement, we used a pseudo inverse of a damped Jacobian
[9]. As a result the user focused his gaze for a period of at
least 200 ms on a targeted area which could be a moving
target and the effector (the last part of the arm) reached the
desired position.

F. No control

To obtain a robot moving by itself, we randomized the
value of joint angles to reach every time a different position.
The subject could just observe the movement without being
involved.

G. Data Analysis

The EEG data were processed to extract their spectral
density dynamic, we used Matlab with the EEGlab[10]
plugin for ICA treatment and Brainstorm [11] for statistical
analysis. We computed the power spectrum using Welch
method for each trial and in average for every conditions. To
perform the analysis at the group level regarding the different
conditions, we performed a comparison on the average of
all the trials by conditions using the two tailed Wilcoxon
test in α (8-12 Hz) and β (15-29 Hz) bands. Secondly,
we performed a permutation paired student t-test on the
different conditions using a subset of samples to have the
same number of trials in each condition for each subjects.
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Fig. 1. Average score of the sense of agency for the different tasks between
subjects, significant differences (p < 0.001) for Mirror Control vs No
Control and Gaze Control vs No Control

III. RESULTS

We observed significant higher SoA for the two active con-
ditions (Mirror Control and Gaze Control) as compared to No
Control Fig.1. There were no significant differences between
conditions Mirror Control and Gaze control. Our comparison
on spectral density between conditions on average across
subjects allowed us to be aware of a trend. We established
the certainty of the motor activity (Mirror control) compared
to resting state resulting in a significant (p<0.05) decrease
of power (negative z-value) in the α and β bands. Secondly,
we could already observe similar results for control by gaze
compared to resting state with a significant decrease of power
(p < 0.05) in both frequency bands. However between the
situation no control and resting state, we only observed
significant decrease of power (p < 0.05) in the α band.

We compared the spectral density subject by subject
between the different conditions, we observed a significant
difference of activity in the alpha and beta bands in the
motor region (p < 0.05) and negative t-values indicating
a decrease of power. We established the number of times
we observe negative t-values for each electrodes from a
subject to another as shown in Fig.2 and evaluated the
most interesting t-values for each comparison Tab. I. As
expected, the decrease of power corresponding to negative
t-values occurred in most of the significant (p<0.05) case (6
subjects) between Mirror control and resting state. Between
the condition control by gaze and resting state for each
subjects, we observed a significant difference of spectral
activity for 5 of the subjects (p< 0.05) and negative t-values
indicating a decrease of power. This indicates that being in
control of the robot with the gaze can have an impact on
the motor cortex activity. Mirror control and control by gaze
present similar results both on sense of agency rating and in
number of occurrences.

Between no control and resting state, we observed for
4 of the subjects in the α band negative t-values (p <



Fig. 2. Group-level EEG power significant differences between conditions. Coloured regions in the scalp-maps represent the number of subjects exhibiting
negative t-values (p < 0.05, FDR corrected) at each electrode position.

0.05) indicating a possible activity in the motor cortex. By
comparing conditions control by gaze and no control Fig.3,
we observed as well differences of activity (p < 0.05) for
all the subjects and negative t-values for 6 subjects. Two
of the subjects (Sub6,Sub8) presented positive t-values (p <
0.05) in the α band. The activation of the zone associated
with movement planning (and motor imagery) could mean
that in the performance of a mental task of control (without
moving), similar areas that are typically used for motor
imagery would be solicited, too.

IV. DISCUSSION

In hybrid MI BCI context, the link between the observation
of a robot moving or its control by gaze and the activation
of the motor cortex region in bands associated with attention
and motor activity must be addressed. Here, we show sig-
nificant differences of spectral density between resting state
and the three other conditions (eg Mirror Control, Control by
gaze and No control) with negative t-values. This indicates
a decrease of power in the frequency bands of interest (α
and β), a marker of motor activity. Furthermore, the notion
of control established by the SoA scoring does not have
to be necessary linked to the notion of motor action to
generate an activity in the motor cortex. The difference
between no-control and resting state can be explained by
two different reasons. First, motor activity can be triggered
by the observation of someone else’s movement [12], a
similar mechanism might occur when observing a robotic
arm moving which was controlled before. Secondly, the no
control phase comes right after the control by gaze phase.
Due to the instruction, subjects are still trying to control the
robotic arm at the beginning of the session resulting in an
activity in the same region.

We can make the hypothesis that the no control state is
closer to the resting state, which would explain why there is
a decrease of power density in the α and β bands (negative
t-values) for 6 of the subjects Fig.3. The two subjects
presenting an increase in the α band (positive t-values) might
have been paying more attention to the robot moving freely,
this being an interpretation of the alpha band in accordance

with the literature [13]. However we must keep in mind
that we only have 8 electrodes over the sensorimotor area,
and we cannot exclude other more distributed significant
activation. We conclude that in the context of MI BCI mixed
with eye tracker, there might be possible overlap of brain
activity between motor imagery and control by gaze. It is
important to remark that two subjects (Sub 4, Sub 5) were
left-handed but the virtual arm was placed on the right side of
the projected scene and its behaviour was based on right arm
movements. This laterality could affect the performance of
the subjects in their motor imagery task [14]. Taken together,
our results suggest possible activation of the motor cortex due
to direct or indirect sense of control. In future development,
we shall investigate the best strategy to intertwine eye tracker
and MI BCI for the control of a robot.
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